
ACT Responsible to reveal its 2020 collection
“Great ads for good” in a digital format.

  
“Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter.” This quote by Martin Luther 
King, Jr. has inspired the ACT Responsible team to showcase, no matter what, its annual collection in order 
to celebrate the great campaigns created by this year’s Advertising Community in support of good causes. 

From June 22nd, you can discover the exhibition “Great ads for good” on greatadsforgood.org 

“Over the past 19 years, we have premiered our annual collection at the Cannes Lions Festival. Despite the situation, 
we decided to maintain the date for two reasons: firstly, because more than ever the causes addressed in the 
collection need more visibility, secondly, it’s a way for us to pay tribute to the Cannes Lions team, who has been an 
active and loyal supporter for years.” said Isa Kurata, co-founder of ACT Responsible.

Together we are facing a pandemic, and together we are witnessing injustices and the degradation of our planet. 
There’s an urgent need for us all, citizens, corporations, institutions, governments and associations to unite and 
stand together in order to face today’s challenges. This way we will come out stronger. This is the main theme of 
the 19th exhibition made of 62 campaigns created by 50 agencies from 26 countries for 55 advertisers.

By browsing through the digital platform, created in partnership with e-artsup School of Design,  visitors navigate 
through five galleries highlighting four main topics: Environment, Solidarity, Human Rights and Education. There 
is also a special section on COVID-19, which gathers the campaigns created during these unprecedented times. 
Each gallery is introduced by several animated characters presented in a playful skit to illustrate the different 
sub-themes.

While discovering the collection, vote for your favorite campaigns and take a stand by sharing them on social 
media. The idea behind this call for action is to increase the visibility of challenging issues and inspire change 
in us to do more, differently, better... 

“Our voices matter and together we are stronger! Because this year is unusual and to increase the visibility of the 
campaigns, we decided to keep the virtual exhibition and the voting open until the end of September. The “Tributes 
for Good” will be announced online in recognition of the outstanding work done by agencies to support good causes.” 
explains Sophie Guérinet, co-founder and head of content at ACT Responsible.

Special thanks to all the participating agencies, to the e-artsup team for its generous help designing the digital 
platform, to our members, partners and our team of volunteers who made this edition possible, despite the 
timing and the lack of financial support. 

Thank you for ACTively sharing and increasing the visibility of the 2020 edition. If you wish, support ACT 
Responsible by making a contribution online.
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Climate Change
an issue which finds its solution in our actions.
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“You cannot get through a single day without 
having an impact on the world around you. What 
you do makes a difference, and you have to decide 
what kind of difference you want to make.”  Jane 
Goodall - english primatologist and anthropologist.

The year 2019 concludes a decade of alarming 
global heat, retreating ice caps and record sea 
levels resulting from greenhouse gases as a 
consequence of human activities. Drought, 
heatwaves (record-breaking heatwave in Europe), 
cyclones (Hurricane Dorian or Typhoon Hagibis 
made landfall causing severe flooding), Wildfires 
(fires in Brazil’s Amazonian forest, bushfires in 
Australia) have been severe and devastating.

“Adopt a better future” 
spot created by Uncommon Creative 

Studio London for WWF.

“Local warming”  
print created by Fred & Farid Los Angeles  

for Fridays For Future.

These factors impact all aspects of life, some of these being: food security, migration, ecosystems and marine 
life. Rising temperatures leading to extreme heat conditions are taking an increasing toll on human health and 
health systems with greater impacts where there is a demographically higher percentage of aging populations, 
urbanization and health inequities. 

However, the climate debate has never been more present, it is becoming a key concern for voters and is central to 
the domestic and political debate. Even though the decrease of carbon dioxide emissions in 2020 was unexpected, 
at least not climate-related, the pandemic might actually change our world around! To do so, we must continue 
the fight. 

More about the 2020 “Great ads for good ” exhibition.

Captivating and thought-provoking material are key for the success of any exhibition. It is when these are 
associated with innovative ideas that a campaign becomes truly influential. This year, we received many powerful 
prints, spots and case studies. These campaigns have challenged our views and actions, helping to change our 
perspective of the world. Out of over 1,000 campaigns identified this year, the exhibition showcases a collection 
of 62 campaigns created by 50 agencies from 26 countries for 55 advertisers.
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Education
the universal cure.
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“Knowledge is power. Information is liberating. Education is the premise of progress, in every society, in 
every family.” – Kofi Annan - ghanaian diplomat who served as the seventh Secretary-General of the United 
Nations.

Education is a vital medium for acquiring knowledge and skills. Education does not only 
consist of learning from books: it is received from family and society. Education is crucial to 
every aspect of our lives. It provides the means to raise awareness on a wide range of issues, 
allowing us to discover and find long-term solutions. Our world is constantly changing, and 
we need to make sure that the coming generations are ready to address those challenges 
effectively, to solve ongoing problems as well as new issues that have never arisen before. 

In 2020, we have numerous tools to stay informed and learn. We must learn how to use these 
tools wisely, to solely filter trustworthy information. Let’s not be afraid to learn about unfamiliar 
topics, to deepen the ones we know, to listen to others and spread knowledge around us. 
This way, we can make society a friendlier and fairer place, while keeping an open mind.

“The gun violence history book” 
media case created by FCB Chicago for 

Illinois Council Against Handgun Violence.

“Digital addiction”  
print created by Camisa 10 Propaganda 
Brazil for Delete Institute.
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COVID-19 pandemic
an event revealing the strength of collective action.
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“The idea is not to test the limits of our planet and 
find out how much more damage it can take, but to 
come together and begin restoration and reversal. 
We owe it to every generation that comes after”. 
Ratan Tata - indian industrialist, philanthropist.

As the days spent home blur together to become 
indistinguishable, huge shifts in consciousness are 
happening outside in the world. In less than 100 
days, the world shut down and everything changed. 
The COVID-19 pandemic is demonstrating an ability 
to spread rapidly, with major short and long-term 
implications for us all. Yet, this pandemic highlights the 
resilience and solidarity of citizens worldwide. When 
¼ of the world population stays home to prevent the 
spread of the virus, real-life heroes devote countless 
hours and energy to save those in need of help. 

“Courage”  
print created by Ogilvy Canada

A D V E R T I S I N G  C O M M U N I T Y  T O G E T H E R  -  R E S P O N S I B L E

“Safety match” 
web content ceated 

by Juan Delcan et 
 Valentina Izaguirre.

Thanks to the dedication of medical staff and 
everyone who helped, the world is now slowly 
healing and getting back on its feet.

If life is gradually coming back to normal in some 
parts of the world, some questions are emerging: 
do we want to go back to how we lived before? has 
this pandemic made us realise something that we 
couldn’t have realised any other way? Today, we 
all need to work together, to reinvent, reorganize, 
adjust ourselves, imagine new ways to interact, 
consume, work, help.... live together. Let’s learn 
the lessons highlighted by this virus to create 
tomorrow’s world.



Agencia Anunciante Paíse Campaña

Agence Annonceur Pays Campagne
Agency Advertiser Country Campaign
ALTMANN+PACREAU Association Petits Princes France Elsa
ALTMANN+PACREAU Fondation Abbé Pierre France La Rue Tue
Anomaly Grenfell United UK Unsafe Buildings in the Spotlight
Anomaly Cancer research UK UK Obesity 2019
Bleublancrouge Toronto Drug Free Kids Canada Canada Dark Gummies
Brand Station Sea Shepherd Conservation Society France Smoking kills the ocean
Camisa 10 Propaganda Delete Institute Brasil Digital addiction 
Cheil Centrade Anais Association Romania #IsolateViolence
Circus Grey Amnesty International Peru Animal Borders
Cossette Communication-Marketing Amnesty International Canada Write for rights
DDB Latina Scuba Dogs Society Puerto Rico Death straws
Don't Panic Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) UK Little blue label, Big blue future
ENGINE Group Women's Aid UK The Pattern of Abuse
FCB Canada Google AI / Canadian Down Syndrome Society Canada Project Understood
FCB Chicago Illinois Council Against Handgun Violence USA The Gun Violence History Book
FCB Health New York Colin's Hope USA Not out of the Water
FCB Inferno The Big Issue UK Pay it forward 
FCB Lisbon Tur4All Portugal Wheelchange Tours
FCB Lisbon ACA-M - Driver Safety Association Portugal I'm Late
FCB New Zealand Water Safety New Zealand New Zealand The swim reaper
FCB New Zealand New Zealand AIDS Foundation (NZAF) New Zealand Dark Ages
FCB&FiRe Trapa Chocolates Spain An Unrepeatable Photograph?
Fred & Farid Los Angeles Fridays For Future USA Local Warming
Havas New York United for Global Mental Health USA Speak Your Mind
Havas New York K-Y USA The Pleasure is Mine
Josiane Samusocial de Paris France #Confined Outside
Jung von Matt / Neckar Social Bee Germany Spot The Refugee
Looma Ministry of Culture and Information Policy of Ukraine Ukraine Art of Quarantine
Make It Simple The Salvation Army Finland Alone
McCann 1886 Cell C South Africa Don't let them In
McCann Belgrade McCann Belgrade Serbia Thank you, Doctors
McCann Health New York Shatterproof USA #HopeStems
McCann Health New York Evelyn Lilly Lutz Foundation USA Get the Vape Off Your Back
McCann Health New York Parkinson's Research and Education Foundation USA Parkinscents 
McCann New York National Geographic Society USA Planet or Plastic
Mercado McCann Coca Cola Company Argentina For Everyone 
Miami Ad School Google Earth Germany #NoFomo
Notchup Coalition Education France #AgirPourlEducation
Ogilvy Montreal Fondation Jasmin Roy Sophie Desmarais Canada Super Villain Story
Ogilvy Mumbai CRY India Working child
Ogilvy Toronto Unilever Canada Courage
Publicis Health Eurordis France Rare Disease Day
Publicis Mexico, Starcom Mexico Propuesta Civica AC Mexico #StillSpeakingUp
R/GA Malaria No More UK UK Malaria must Die, the voice petition
R/GA Love Has No Labels UK Rising
Ruf Lanz Switzerland Autism Forum Switzerland Switzerland Withdrawn from the Outside World
Spinas Civil Voices The Salvation Army Switzerland Before/After Social Distancing
STEVE World Vision France Water Portraits
The Leo Burnett Group Thailand Trash Hero Thailand Gone in 1 second
The Other Guys Inc. World Health Organization Canada Spread out. Save Lives.
Tomorrow Communications Hong Kong PHAB Association Hong Kong Their Point of View
Uncommon Creative Studio London WWF UK Choices
Uncommon Creative Studio London WWF UK Adopt a Better Future
VMLY&R SCL Amnesty International Chile Natural Disasters in Syria
Wings The Agency Sea Shepherd Conservation Society Venezuela The Fish Bag
Wings The Agency Sea Shepherd Conservation Society Venezuela Straws 
Wunderman Thompson Lisbon World Health Organization Portugal Covid-19 Flags
X3M X3M Nigeria International Women's Day
Yellow Yellow India Stay home
n/a Covid19 Philippines Love will heal the world
n/a Covid19 USA Safety Match
n/a Solidarité Sida France Solidays

163 entries - 62 campagnes

50 participating agencies 
55 advertisers - 26 countries - 62 campaigns - 163 entries
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Thank you
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to our members who were able to renew their membership,  to those who 
actively participated, to the team of students and teachers of e-artsup who 
deployed their creativity to develop the first digital platform to host the 
exhibition, to the partners who chose to actively support our mission and 

to our team of volunteers who made this edition possible
despite the unprecedented situation and the lack of financial support.
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about ACT Responsible
ACT Responsible is an international nonprofit organisation 
born from 9/11, affiliated with the United Nations Department 
of Public Information (UNDPI) and part of the Global Compact. 
ACT stands for Advertising Community Together.
Its mission is to inspire, promote and unite the advertising 
communication industry to share good practices on social 
responsibility and sustainable development. The association 
aims to highlight the power of advertising creativity when it 
comes to raising awareness on social and environmental issues. 
Its actions ensure the visibility of the most creative, powerful 
and striking communications campaigns to encourage 
production in these areas. By strengthening the scope of these 
messages, the association is invested in building a fairer, united 
and sustainable world. 
To achieve its goal, ACT Responsible developed various 
initiatives in partnership with a network of committed players 
in advertising, media and education.
Its belief: through the emotional charge it carries, advertising 
has an extraordinar y power to change mentalities by 
accelerating understanding. Thus it breaks down social, 
generational and cultural barriers.

gallery of good ads
We continuously gather first-rate advertising campaigns 
concerning social and environmental issues from all over the 
world. This unique content can be found in our multicriteria 
searchable database, the “Good ads gallery”, created by 
adforum.com. It grows by over 1,000 campaigns a year.

exhibition and other events 
Since 2001, we have produced hundreds of exhibitions and film 
projections. We organised debates for institutions, schools and 
companies to raise awareness on social and environmental 
issues and encourage responsible behaviours. Our events are 
held indoors or outdoors at gatherings in company halls, 
convention centres, universities, parks, etc.; enough to inspire 
the changes we all aspire to.

act tributes 
Since 2004, we organise public voting during our exhibitions, 
allowing visitors to get involved and honour their favourite 
campaign. The Cannes ACT Tributes recognise agencies’ 
contribution and motivate them to produce more outstanding 
work. In 2018, we launched ACT Champions of Good — an 
annual celebration of the people who play a leading role in 
advancing social and environmental causes through personal 
contributions or creative campaigns.

one minute of responsibility 
The short program “One minute of responsibility” was 
launched in 2007. Created with the Euronews TV channel , OMR 
features campaigns several times a day to raise awareness 
about good causes. We select the content and Euronews offers 
the media space which amplifies charities’ presence in people’s 
everyday lives. Since its launch, hundreds of campaigns have 
benefited from thousands of minutes of free media space 
broadcasted in 155 countries. This has a market value of 15 
million euros.

ng’ad club 
In 2008, we co-founded the NG’Ad Club to stimulate discussion 
between business and charity communication in order to 
promote, inspire and share good communication practices. 
The Club offers its members meetings, dinners, technical 
breakfasts and events throughout the year. The Club is based in 
France and has over 45 NGO communications directors.

the care awards 
The Care Awards, created with the European association of 
communications agencies, in partnership with the European 
Parliament to highlight the advertising industry’s contribution to 
society, celebrating the most successful creative social and 
environmental campaigns. The Care Awards focuses on issues 
such as public health, the environment, sustainable consumption, 
public safety, disability, human rights, domestic violence, child 
abuse, homelessness, education and other similar subjects. The 
Care Awards’ jury is chaired by a member of the European 
Pa r l i a m e n t  a n d  co m p o s e d  o f  N G O s  a n d  i n s t i t u t i o n 
communications directors, creative directors, and CSR experts.

the good report 
The Good Report is a unique ranking of the world’s best use of 
creative communications to promote sustainability and social 
responsibility in order to raise awareness on major social and 
environmental issues. It was launched in 2013 in collaboration 
with WARC (the worldwide authority on marketing and media 
effectiveness and the publisher of the WARC Creative 100 
Rankings, a global index of creative excellence in advertising) 
as a source of motivation for agencies to encourage them to 
put their creative talents at the service of great causes.

act responsable 
In 2014, ACT Responsible launched its french sister company - ACT 
Responsable - in order to share its content with a wider audience. The 
association works with city halls, corporations and universities in 
France, offering themed exhibitions and film projections which raise 
awareness about important issues.

my act 
MyACT is a daily web programme created in 2018 with Pascal 
Cübb.  I t  shines a  l ight  on the role,  involvement and 
responsibility of advertising. Key players share their vision for 
a few minutes during an interview at the Cannes Lions 
International Festival and other professional gatherings, a great 
way to raise awareness and nurture the young generation.


